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This article reports on design, implementation,
and preliminary experimentation of a network
architecture that supports quality of service for
Internet applications. It gives an overview of
the various approaches toward communication
net wo rks t hat s upport applicatio n-sp ecif ic
degrees of QoS. Special emphasis is put on the
in tegr ate d and diff erent iate d ser vic es
approaches and on combinations of them. A
new architecture is described which aims to
bring these concepts closer to practical realization in wide-area networks. The new architectur e sup por ts th e int egra ted a s w ell a s
differentiated services approaches in a smoothly integrated way, and uses the capabilities of
an underlying ATM network to realize QoS.
Th e enhancements to the existing n etw ork
infrastructure are deliberately limited to the
integration of a single new type of network element called an edge device. The potential benefi ts o f such an ar chit ectur e for va riou s
stakeholders are explained, and how the new
architecture could be introduced smoothly in
existing networks by small migration steps, also
covering networks based on technologies other
than ATM. It is shown that the approach can
be scaled up to a very large QoS-aware overlay
network for the Internet.

INTRODUCTION
The Internet gives a fascinating vision of a future
global and user-frien dly inf orm ation infrastructure. Unfortunately, current Internet technology is technically not suitable for reliable
multimedia services, since it does not provide
adjustable quality of service (QoS). The Internet
relies on a protocol layer (IP) which enables
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interoperation of various network technologies,
but uses the least common denominator of the
capabilities of underlying networks (best-effort
quality).
Several concepts f or QoS at the IP level
have been proposed, in particular the Internet
Engineer ing Task Fo rce (IETF) int egrated
services (IntServ) and differentiated services
(DiffServ) architectures. Moreover, there are
already commercially available networks (e.g.,
asynchronous transfer mode, ATM) where a
high potential for QoS support exist s but is
not expl o ited in th e In t erne t. Thi s art i cle
describes a new architecture that tightly integrates the mentioned approaches to QoS. This
approach is based on a careful analysis of the
main functional building blocks for QoS, and
shows that rather different-looking concepts
can be s upported by a single h om ogeneous
and ele g ant arch i tect u re. T he de scri be d
approach defines an open QoS archite cture
which provides flexibility to incorporate new
concepts beyond those already supported. The
close integration also achieves important synergy effects. For example, a QoS request (as
defined by IntServ) may be mapped directly to
an individual ATM connection or aggregated
with other requests in a “controlled” DiffServ
traffic class.
An overview of the main approaches toward
a QoS Internet is given next, covering both IPlevel concepts and ATM-based subnetworks of
the Internet. We then describe the new architecture th at realizes QoS in a u nifie d way. The
architecture relies on a new type of network element, the basic design of which i s sketched.
Practical deployment of the new architecture is
made realistic by the existence of a migration
strategy and a viable economic model, as outlined in the last section.
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APPROACHES TOWARD
QOS SUPPORT IN NETWORKS
ATM
ATM provides optimal transport layer support
for novel interactive multimedia applications.
Application developers are interested in ATM
because of its ability to set up, on de man d,
point-to-point virtual channels (VCs) with specified QoS. ATM provides support for different
traffic classes (e.g., constant bit rate, variable bit
rate, unspecified bit rate), allowing the application to specify its exact requirements (e.g., peak
cell rate, sustainable cell rate). This information
can be used to achieve high network utilization
through statistical multiplexing.
For network operators, ATM has additional
attractive features such as individual charging
and billing for network usage, comparatively
high security standards, and the ability to support both permanent connections (permanent
virtual paths, PVPs, and permanent virtual channels, PVCs) and switched connections (switched
virtual channels, SVCs).
ATM is su itable for wide area networks
(WANs), where it is called broadband integrated
services digital network (B-ISDN), as well as for
local area networks (LANs). However, the trend
of the last few years has shown that the deployment of an end-to-end ATM infrastructure is too
expensive compared to competing technology (in
particular, Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet in
LANs). In addition, there is a lack of application
programs constructed for the usage of pure ATM
switched connections. For these reasons, application developers concentrate on the IP protocol
stack. As a result, the current main usage of
ATM is as a lower-layer technology for WANs,
which in most cases carries IP-related traffic.

INTERNET INTEGRATED SERVICES
The need to support QoS-sensitive applications
has led the Internet community to develop the
Internet IntServ architecture. The basic concept
was to foresee a set of service models to be provided in the Internet, besides the currently used
best-effort model. Two se rvice models were
defined, guaranteed service (GS) and controlled
load service (CLS). The former provides a strict
bound o n th e delay and loss probability for
packets of a given flow, under the condition that
the flow complies with a traffic contract. The latter does not define the provided service in terms
of exact val ues for delay or loss proba bility.
Under the CLS model the packets of a given
flow will experience delays and loss comparable
to a network with no load, always assuming compliance with the traffic contract.
A key component of the IntServ model is the
mechanism used for signaling QoS requests from
application to n etwork, called the Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [1]. A sender host
uses the RSVP PATH message to advertise the
bandwidth requirements of a flow. The PATH
message traverses several routers to its destination (or to its set of destinations in IP multicast).
The receiving host uses the RSVP RESV message to reserve an amount of bandwidth. The
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RESV mes sage traces back the path to the
sender host, reserving the resources in the intermediate routers. Sophisticated support of multicast is built in, merging the reservations for the
same flow coming from different receivers in the
intermediate routers. RSVP is based on a soft
state mechanism: reservations expire after a
timeout period unless refreshed.
Once the reservation has been established, all
the routers in the path have to recognize the
packets belonging to a reserved flow and provide
convenient handling. These actions can become
an unacceptable processing burden when hundreds of thousands of different flows must be
handled (e.g., in a gigabit core router). Similarly,
the need to exchange and store per-flow information is another heavy burden for core routers.
These scalability concerns have led the Internet
community to investigate simpler solutions for
the support of QoS.

The need to
support QoSsensitive
applications has
led the Internet
community to
develop the
Internet IntServ
architecture.
The basic concept
was to foresee a
set of service

INTERNET DIFFERENTIATED SERVICES

models to be

Due to the scalability proble ms o f RS VP, a
more scalable model has recently attracted much
attention. With the newly introduced DiffServ
model [2], user flows are only controlled at the
edge of the network and then aggregated into a
small set of traffic classes.
Traffic is classified and possibly conditioned
while entering a network at so-called boundary
nodes. Once classified, traffic will be attributed
to different behavior aggregates, each of which is
identified by a field in the IP header. This DiffServ code point is carried in 6 bits of what was
formerly called the type of service (ToS) octet in
the IP header and is now call ed the DS byte.
Within the core network, packets are forwarded
according to the per-hop behavior (PHB) associated with their DiffServ code point. Note that
DiffServ is asymmetric, since only the sender
controls the traffic class.
Current IETF standardization focuses on
PHBs from which end-to-end services shall be
constructed. The main concepts are as follows:
• Uncontrolled traffic classes , which offer
qualitative, but no quantitative, service
guarantees (priorities). Traffic is controlled
at the ingress to the network; the admission
policy usually does not consider end-to-end
traffic aspects (e.g., it considers only the
source and not the destination of IP flows).
End-to-end aspects should be considered at
a provisioning level in order to control the
congestion phenomena. The definition of
proper dimensioning/provisioning criteria is
still an open issue. The overprovisioning of
resources is of course a simple, but inefficient, solution. The basic example for this
type of traffic class is the so-called IP precedence [3] set of PHBs, which comprises
eight class selector code points with relative
priority. Another example is the assured
forwarding (AF) PHB group.
• Controlled traffic classes can provide endto-end service guarantees based on per-flow
admission control to the DiffServ core network. The most prominent example is the
expedited forwarding (EF) PHB [4] for
flows with known bandwidth, which is controlled at the ingress. In [4] it is proposed

provided in the
Internet, besides
the currently used
best-effort model.
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Figure 1. The ELISA network architecture.

to aggregate all traffic flows into one traffic
class and guarantee the bandwidth for all
paths through the network.

COMBINED INTEGRATED/DIFFERENTIATED
SERVICES
Since IntServ and DiffServ focus on reservations
and scalable service differentiation, respectively,
it is advantageous to combine both for an overall
solution. IntServ can be used in the access network and DiffServ in the core network, as supported in the architecture described below. In
parallel to the work described in this article, a
discussion of this idea started in the IETF standardization [5]. In order to map IntServ flows to
the core DiffServ net work, a s o-ca lled e d g e
device (ED) is used. The ED acts like an IntServcapable router on the access network and like a
DiffServ router in the core network. Note that it
can also play the role of a boundary router, but
this is not strictly necessary since the core network (operator) may employ separate boundary
routers. In this combined approach, RSVP is
tunneled through the core network, and its functionality is restricted to the access network. The
main benefits of this model are:
• A scalable end-to-end IntServ service model
with reasonable service guarantees in the
core network
• Explicit reservations for access links, since
bandwidth can be scarce in the access network
• Flexible access to a DiffServ core network
with individual QoS for flows, in contrast to
static DiffServ configuration
The remainder of the article prese nts an
innovative architecture which extends the current state of the art described above.

THE ELISA ARCHITECTURE
OVERALL CONFIGURATION
This article reports on the EC-funded research
project “European Experiment on the Linkage
between Internet Integrated Services and ATM”
(ELISA). The project has developed an architectural model which is referred to as the ELISA
architecture. A prototype implementation of the
architecture has been completed, and currently
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(October 1999) the integration tests have been
carried out. Thus, the basic feasibility of the
architecture has been proven already.
The ELISA model builds on the architectural
framework discussed earlier, combining DiffServ
and IntServ. As shown in Fig. 1, a clear separation is enforced between the access and core
networks. This approach allows us to cope with
the different evolutions of access and core network technologies. The ED represents the bridge
between the two sections.
Examples for the access side, which are tried
out in ELISA, are LAN (Ethernet and Fast Ethernet) access and narrowband ISDN (N-ISDN).
Due to the use of IP technology, it is easy to
integrate additional technologies in a seamless
way. In fact, only a suitable network card has to
be added to the ED together with its IP driver.
Examples of potential technologies include digital subscriber line (xDSL) to support residential
access with higher data rates, Gigabit Ethernet
for business access, radio access for mobile and
residential users, or passive optical networks for
distributed services to residential users.
The core network is assumed to be ATM,
providing SVCs and PVCs. Different capability
levels of the ATM network can be handled by
configuring the ED operations. Non-ATM core
networks — for example, based on synchronous
optical network (SONET) and using the DiffServ approach, can be handled as well. Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) technology [6]
is also wort h mentioning, which is also proposed as a solution for the core transport section of IP netwo rks. In a later section some
comments on the relations hip a nd possible
inte rworki ng o f our wo rk and dif ferent
approaches will be given.
The unifyi ng technology for the access
domain is IP. End-user hosts can use RSVP to
signal their QoS requirements to the network.
The EDs map these requirements into the most
suitable operations in the core network. RSVP is
restricted to the access section where no scalability concerns apply. Restricting RSVP to the
access also makes the architecture relatively
future-proof, since it can easily be adapted for
different mechanisms to signal QoS requests
(e.g., as they may appear in future object communication middleware). Such an upgrade only
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Figure 2. Edge device functionality.
involves parts of the ED, but does not affect the
core network.
The role of the ED in the user plane is depicted in Fig. 2. I ncoming IP p acke ts belo ng t o
IntServ flows or DiffServ traffic classes, or they
can be best-effort packets. The first task of the
ED is to classify the packets, providing information to the packet scheduler. The scheduler uses
the appropriate core network mechanism and
performs appropriate queuing disciplines (e.g.,
based on traffic classes) where applicable.
The main novelty of the ELISA ED is that it
provides a full spectrum of QoS realizations,
ranging from a simple DiffServ model to full
ATM QoS. As illustrated in Fig. 2, traffic with
per-flow guarantees can be handled in the core
network in several ways:
• Individual IntServ flows, requested by user
applications through RSVP, can be aggregated and carried in the DiffServ EF traffic
class. This makes resource reservation a
local decision in the involved EDs, without
any involvement of the core network. The
EF traffic may be tr ansmitt ed over the
same ATM VC together with best-effort
traffic, thanks to the admission control and
queuing policy applied in the ED.
• Alternatively, IntServ flows can be mapped
individually to ATM SVCs, which in addition
enables precise control of delay and jitter.
• Different ways of handling DiffServ traffic
can be supported. IP traffic may be marked
as belonging to a specific service class by
the end systems, in which case the ED is
able to check the authorization of the user
to do so. The ED is also able to do DiffServ marking itself, based on the knowledge
of from which end system the traffic comes.
Finally, the ED is able to convert IntServ
requests into DiffServ traffic of the EF
class, as explained above.
• Also, for the mapping of DiffServ traffic to
ATM, the ED can be configured in different ways. Besides using statically preconfigured PVCs, ATM SVCs can be used to
dynamically adapt the transmission capacity
assigned to a traffic class. In this case, addi-
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tional SVCs are added according to bandwi dth demand, an d th e tra ffic is mul tiplexed onto several ATM VCs.
The selection of the core network mechanism
is hidden from the end-user application, which
just has to specify its QoS requirements (either by
RSVP or using a DiffServ class). A sophisticated
service management facility is used to configure
the ED for the criteria for which of the above
alternatives is to be used in which situation.

SERVICE REALIZATION
Realization of Internet Integrated Services —
The ED has two options to support an IntServ
flow, one of which is to map it into a dedicated
ATM SVC. The procedure, which is basically
aligned to the proposals under study within IETF
[7], is depicted in Fig. 3. When an RSVP RESV
message has reached the ingress ED, the flow
admission control procedure (“fac” in the diagram)
selects how to support the flow. If mapping onto
an SVC is chosen, a new SVC is established starting from the ingress ED toward the egress ED.
The ingress ED also performs a QoS translation (i.e., it maps the RSVP traffic parameters
into ATM p arameters) [8]. When the ATM
setup is completed, the ingress ED forwards the
R SVP RESV mess age and start s the usag e
metering procedure.
Realization of Differentiated Services — To
support the basic DiffServ functionality, a small
number of code points with relative priority,
access control, queuing, and scheduling functions
are introduced in the ED. In analogy to [3],
three different uncontrolled classes and one controlled class, shown in Table 1, are supported.
The ED has to ensure that the lower-priority
classes never starve. To do so, it allocates a minimum amount of bandwidth to each class that cannot be used by any other class. Moreover, the
lower-priority classes are allowed to use bandwidth
that is not occupied by higher-priority traffic classes. The scheme described is realized by applying
the well-known Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)
and Class-Based Queuing (CBQ) algorithms.
In the prototype implementation, users can
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in the next section. With this organization, bandwidth can be commonly shared with other uncontrolled classes. Since the total bandwidth of the
aggregated flows varies dynamically, one has to
ensure that the bandwidth allocated for the EF
class is controlled accordingly. Two options are
considered: either the bandwidth allocated internally for the EF class increases in expense of the
other traffic classes, or the bandwidth allocated
to the ATM link increases. For the latter, ATM
SVCs and link multip lexing ar e used , as
explained in the next section.
When additional SVCs have to be established,
the interaction between EDs resembles the support of dedicated ATM VCs shown in Fig. 3. In
this case, ATM signaling may only be used to
modify the bandwidth of an existing VC. Note,
however, that this adaptation does not have to be
performed for every new flow. In many cases it is
sensible to overallocate ATM bandwidth, which
can be used for uncontrolled classes.

EDGE DEVICE DESIGN

Figure 3. Support of an IntServ flow by mapping to a dedicated ATM VC.

subscribe to one fixed traffic class, and every
packet sent by a registered user is marked in the
ED according to this class. It is an easy extension to also support the more flexible host mark i n g, where the user terminal does the DiffServ
marking by itself.
Realization of Combined Integrated/Differentiated Services — In the proposed architecture, the clas s-base d treatment o f DiffS erv
packet traffic is integrated with the flow-based
treatment applied to IntServ traffic. The controlled EF traffic class is used for aggregated
RSVP flows besides the use of dedicated ATM
VCs, as discussed earlier. The EF class can be
assigned to an ATM connection also used by
other DiffServ classes. The exact mechanism by
virtue of the CBQ algorithm is further described

The internal structure of the ED is generic and
open so that several QoS architectures (not just
IntServ, DiffServ, and ATM) can be supported.
Therefore, the internal structure of the ED is
split into several generic building blocks with
well-defined internal interfaces. An internal view
of the ED as a block diagram is depicted in Fig.
4. The functional block of the ED is divided in
two horizontal and three vertical planes. The
horizontal planes correspond to user and control
plane. The vertical planes show the parts of the
ED which are related to the access and ATM
network as well as to the modules required for
combining IntServ and DiffServ over ATM.
Please note that arrows indicate usage dependencies between modules, not data or control flow.
User Plane Functionality — The user plane
contains the functionality for transmission of
traffic generated by user applications. The ED
contains a standard IP protocol stack, which is
responsible for packet routing, and the ATM
related user plane protocols (ATM adaptation
layer 5, AAL5) for converting IP packets into
ATM cells. However, the standard IP forwarding

Figure 4. A block diagram of an edge device.
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Service class

Short name Code point Controlled

Expedited forwarding

EF

101100

Yes

High priority

HP

111000

No

face, UNI, specification 4.0) if the
underlying ATM network supports
this feature.

Control Plane Functionality —
The control plane contains the funcPriority
P
100000
No
tionality for establishing and removing data paths through the network.
Best effort
BE
000000
No
The ED hosts a standard RSVP daemon that handles all reservation
Table 1. DiffServ classes.
requests arriving from the access network. The ATM control plane, which
in this particular implementation is UNI 3.1, proprocess cannot handle packet flows with specific
vides the means to access the ATM network.
QoS demands since their treatment is based only
Flow admission control (FAC), and QoS and
on the destination IP address. Therefore, the
bandwidth management (QBM) extend the funcED contains an additional module, the p a c k e t
tionality of RSVP so that the advanced features
handler (PH), which provides all required extenof the PH can be utilized properly. QBM hansions to the IP stack for QoS-based forwarding.
dles the internal resources of the ED. FAC has
Initially, any incoming packet is classified and
two main tasks: policy control and admission
policed (Fig. 5). In the second step, the standard
control. A supplementary functionality provided
IP process forwards the packet to one of the
in the control plane of the ED is address resoluflow-based forwarders. Each flow-based fortio n (AR), which reso lves a destin atio n IP
warder is seen by the standard IP forwarding
address to the E.164 ATM address of the correprocess as a normal IP interface. Within the
sponding egress ED.
flow-based forwarder, the packet experiences
Moreover, the usage metering and accounting
second-level routing based on source IP address,
(UMA) module records all accountable events in
source and destination port number, and the
the system, like the starting and ending times of
protocol ID. The flow-based forwarder deteran IP flow, the amount of bytes passed through
mines the ATM VC in which the specific packet
a specific IP flow, the involved parties, and the
must be sent. If the IP packet belongs to a flow
user who made the specific reservation. Finally,
that is handled according to the DiffServ model,
service management (SM) maintains a database
the packet experiences third-level routing based
with all registered users and their profiles, and
on the value of the DS byte in the IP header.
provides to the system administrator the means
The DS classifier determines in which of the
of configuring and administrating the ED.
queues of the CBQ link-sharing mechanism the
The design of the ELISA ED has a number
packet must be forwarded.
of advantageous features. The most important is
PH also implements a multiplexing layer
that it can support several QoS architectures
which allows multiple ATM VCs destined to the
with few changes. As an example, assume that in
same ED to a ppe ar as a sin gle l ogical li nk
the future the end systems do not use RSVP for
(shown as adaptive VC in the above figure).
signaling their QoS requests but another protoHence, any time a given link is congested, the
col, say, an object-oriented protocol based on
ED establishes a new ATM VC which is added
Common Object Request Broker Architecture
to the congested link. This mechanism can be
(CORBA). In this case, the RSVP module can
replaced by explicit bandwidth modification sigbe simply replaced by a new module. Of course,
naling (as foreseen in ATM user–network inter-

Figure 5. An IntServ/DiffServ forwarding pipeline.
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Applications

Service components Service profile

ELISA mapping

Multimedia
conferencing

Video, audio

Regular IP video
conference.

BE, P, HP

Video telephony

Two-party ISDN-like
videoconference

EF,
Dedicated SVC

Premium
multimedia
conferencing

Regular video
conference with
QoS

EF,
Dedicated SVC

Regular FTP

BE

FTP/guaranteed
bandwidth

EF,
Dedicated SVC

Regular Web

BE

Regular Web
with QoS

P, HP

File transfer

Data

On-demand
retrieval
Web navigation
Premium Web
navigation

Video, audio, data

APPLICATIONS USING QOS

Table 2. Applications and service mapping.

if changes are needed in the interfaces of the
new module with the FAC and IP stack modules, these two modules will be modified accordingly. The same applies to the ATM control and
user planes. Instead of ATM, another underlying
infrastructure (e.g., SONET) can be used by just
replacing these two modules. Another advantage
of the ELISA approach is that some currently
internal modules can be put outside the ED. For
instance, part of FAC can be put onto a remote
bandwidth broker, which controls the available
resources of a whole DiffServ cloud. By doing
so, the DiffServ network can provide end-to-end
services without requiring overdimensioning.
Prototype Development — The prototypical
implementation of the ED carried out in the
ELISA project realizes an ED on the platform
of a Sun workstation with ATM and LAN interface cards. All software components shown in
Fig. 4 have been implemented. Wherever adequate, publicly available software has been used
and adapted; in particular, the RSVP implementation is based on the ISI implementation adapted and freely distributed by Sun Microsystems.
The nonmonolithic st ructu re of the ED
requires a standard communication for defining
and realizing interfaces between the internal
blocks. Th e Obj ect Management Group’s
(OMG’s) CORBA and its Interface Description
Language (IDL) (in the Arachne OpenSource
implementation) have been used, removing the
necessity for customized protocols. Moreover,
CORBA has many other significant properties
such as interoperability across different platforms, abstraction, encapsulation, enhanced flexibility, and reusability. Please note that the use
of CORBA does not influence the ED performance since CORBA requests are not involved
in the packet forwarding process.
The design of the ED required the involvement of many people from many different companies, organizations, and countries. Precise
communication between system designers was
achieved by the adoption of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for all internal analysis
and design documents.
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Th e so ftware compone nts of the ED are
implemented in C/C++. The service management component keeps all its information in a
relational database. A graphical user interface
for service management has been developed as a
Java applet communicating with the ED processes and the database. Thus, the system administrator can remotely configure the ED from any
platform by using a Java-enabled browser.
It is the number of attractive applications that
decides the success of QoS enhancements of the
Internet. For current Internet users, definitely
the most attractive applications are traditional
Internet services like the Web and FTP with
improved performance. This can be achieved
with DiffServ: The user registers and pays to get
better service, and IP packets are marked at
either the end syste m or the ED in ord er to
actually benefit from higher priority. Besides
some administrative interfaces, no application
development is required in this case.
As soon as a QoS infrastructure exists, specific applications may become popular which support resource reservation. Currently, there are
no commercial applications which support reservation; however, RSVP seems to have the suppo rt o f ma jor softwa re deve lopers. For
demonstration purposes, project ELISA has
implemented a set of applications that support
QoS, for example, a videoconferencing environment based on MBone tools and running on
UNIX (Linux) workstations. A list of the ELISA
sample applications and of the mapping into
QoS mechanisms is reported in Table 2.
A more detailed description of the ELISA
user application and the QoS tools in the terminal can be f oun d in [9] . The arch itecture
described above supports various degrees of
sophistication for the way applications make use
of QoS. This flexibility is crucial for successful
introduction of QoS into the market, since the
introduction of QoS in the network is not linked
to upgrades of user applications. For the combined IntServ/Diffserv case, it is worthwhile to
explain the delivery process of an end-to-end
service using video telephony as an example.
The calling end terminal uses RSVP (PATH
messages) to contact the called end terminal.
The called end terminal uses RSVP to ask for
the reservation of resources (RESV messages).
With reference to Fig. 1, the RESV messages
can enforce the reservation of resources in the
two access networks. Within the core network
domain the RSVP messages are not processed,
and it is a task of the ED to make sure that the
data flow can be supported by the DiffServ network with the required QoS.

DEPLOYMENT OF QOS IN
EXISTING NETWORKS
AN ECONOMIC MODEL FOR QOS
Professional users of the Internet require short
response times and reliable services (i.e., QoS),
and they are also willing to pay for them. On the
other hand, Internet service providers (ISPs) are
in high competition and are looking for new
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ways to create their revenue. Thus, there is an
economic window of opportunity to introduce
QoS-Internet as a commercial product if it can
be done rather soon and in a way that gives a
competitive advantage to those ISPs offering it.
An example of the current situation is the
fact that many geographically distributed enterprises ha ve invested in a corporate network
infrastructure. For these customers, the QoS
architecture from above is attractive to build up
a vir tual private netwo rk (V PN) . An ED is
placed at the border between each company site
and the public network, and realizes QoS with
th e resources of the public network. Such a
QoS-enabled VPN gives significant cost savings
by outsourcing the administration of the corporate network. This type of customer will help
public network operators achieve a reasonable
return on investment for the still rather expensive long distance ATM infrastructure.
As can be seen from this example, there are
several models for ownership of the ED:
• ED owned by corporate customer. In this
case, the ED can be directly attached to a
public ATM network, and no ISP need be
involved.
• ED owned by an ISP (possibly leased to a
customer). In this case, the ISP can realize
synergy effects from multiple customers.
• ED owned by a public network operator. In
this case, optimized solutions can be offered
to the customer, since all relevant network
components are under control of the VPN
provider.
Each of these configurations has its own advantages, so competition among various solutions is
likely, for the benefit of the customer.

MIGRATION STEPS
A significant aspect in the acceptance of a new
network architecture is the migration path from
existing network structures. The proposed architecture has the significant property that it can be
introduced step by step without requiring extensive changes or updates in the operators’ network
infrastructures. Currently, many ISPs are using
ATM as a lower-layer technology for carrying IP
traffic. Starting from such a network structure,
the migration steps are basically as follows:
• In a first step, EDs are introduced at the
edges of a n AT M networ k used in the
domain of one ISP. DiffServ and to some
extent also IntServ can be offered now to
the customers of the involved ISP. The ED
functionality makes it possible t o offer
IntServ (i.e., reservation by RSVP) over
ATM even when only permanent ATM connections are available. This results in the
first QoS islands in the Internet, but packet
flows going beyond the borders of a specific
island will not receive strict QoS guarantees.
• In a second step, the QoS islands resulting
from the first step can be upgraded to support ATM switched conn ections, which
enables more flexible realization of both
DiffServ and IntServ. In th is step, cu sto mers of the ISP have the additional
choice of IntServ with precisely specified
delay and jitter due to the individual mapping to ATM.
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• In a third step, when ATM connectivity is
available among QoS islands, the enhanced
network services of the proposed architecture can be provided on a larg er scale.
Again, ATM PVC interconnection is sufficient for a first phase of this step, and crossI SP switched ATM connection s can be
added in a later phase.
This migration strategy makes it realistic for
the network infrastructure to be changed in
small, controllable steps, and only where there is
real demand and economic justification for QoS.
The next two sections discuss special cases which
appear during the migration process: interconnection of ATM islands through non-ATM networks, and the general question of scalability of
the architecture to a large-scale network.

INTERWORKING WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES
This section deals with two examples of the interworking of our solution with different approaches. First, the case of a non-ATM network portion
is described; then some comments on the relationship with MPLS technology are given.
The proposed architecture can be applied
even if non-ATM network portions exist within
the core network domain, under the precondition that the non-ATM network portions support DiffServ. Obviously, the problematic point
i s where ATM VCs would have to be e stablished between the ingress and egress EDs. To
explain the basic idea of the solution, assume
that the ingress and egress EDs are connected
to ATM networks, but a non-ATM portion has
to be crossed to connect the two EDs. In this
cas e, two A TM VCs ar e establish ed: o ne
betw ee n the ingress ED a nd the ED at t he
(ingress) border to the non-ATM portion, and
one between an ED at the (egress) border of
the non-ATM portion and the egress ED. The
two EDs at the border of the non-ATM portion
are interconnected using DiffServ principles.
Please note that the functionality of all involved
EDs is still the same as in the IntServ realization propose d above. S imply, there are two
ingress and two egress EDs. This idea can easily
be generalized to the case where the path contains multiple non-ATM portions interleaved
with ATM portions. Obviously, the dimensionin g of the Dif fSer v p arts affe ct the overa ll
dimensioning of the network.
MPLS is an IETF standardization activity [6]
which specifies how layer 3 traffic can be mapped
to connection-oriented layer 2 transports like
ATM and frame relay. The main idea is to add a
label containing specific routing information to
each IP packet and allow routers to assign explicit paths to various classes of traffic. Distribution
of labels (i.e., signaling) can be done by different
protocols, say, LDP and RSVP extensions. In
our scenario with ATM VCs used as IP tunnels,
it is an i nter estin g al tern ative to use MP LS
instead of ATM. Instead of ATM signaling, we
would have to use a different protocol to set up
an MPLS connection. Regarding scalability, we
encounter the same problems as discussed below.
An open issue is the usage of RSVP for setting
up MPLS connections, since this can conflict
with tunneling RSVP over the core network, as
done in our approach.

There is an
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to those ISPs
offering it.
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between two EDs these mechanisms allow the
establishment of direct ATM shortcuts.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Figure 6. Target scenarios.

SCALABILITY
In a small-scale network scenario, corresponding
to the first scalability steps, direct ATM connections among all the EDs can be assumed. This
configuration has been deployed in the ELISA
trial. Figure 6 shows a target scenario for a core
network based on the proposed architecture. In
such a large-scale network a fully meshed topology with direct links between all EDs is not feasibl e. The refore, Diff Serv-enabled r outers
(DS-Rs) are used in the core network. In such a
scenario, good scalability is achieved since every
per-flow operation is confined to the EDs and
does not impact the core of the network, where
only highly aggregated traffic flows are dealt
with. The underlying network infrastructure (for
interconnecting DS-Rs and connecting EDs)
should be ATM in the ideal case, but non-ATM
portions can be dealt with as described previously. Two issues must be considered when dealing
with this target architecture.
The firs t issue is typica l for the Dif fSer v
approach: how to enforce QoS reservations in a
network composed of a set of routers. The intermediate routers must be involved in providing
the QoS between two EDs. There is a wide range
of possible solutions, with different trade-offs
between complexity and efficiency. The simplest
approach is to keep local reservation/admission
control in the EDs and follow a static approach.
In this case a sort of advance preallocation of
bandwidth is needed, which typically results in a
loss of efficiency. More efficient solutions imply
a dynamic exchange of information, which can
involve EDs and the intermediate routers. Ad
hoc devices (often called bandwidth brokers) can
be introduced, with the purpose of controlling
resource allocation in a DiffServ network.
The second issue is typical of wide-area IPover-ATM architectures. Scalable mechanisms
for translating IP addresses into ATM addresses
are needed. These mechanisms (e.g., Next Hop
Resolution Protocol, NHRP) are under study
within IETF, but their interaction with RSVP is
still unclear. A suitable straightforward extension
to RSVP to support IP/ATM address resolution
is described in [10]. If there is an ATM path
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This ar ticle gives an overview of curr ent
approaches to supporting QoS for the Internet.
An innovative approach has been described that
integrates the major trends in QoS (IntServ, DiffServ, ATM) into a single scalable architecture.
There is no contradiction between these trends.
A “convergent network” bringing together the
best of all these concepts is technically feasible
and economically viable. Moreover, a generic
and elegant design concept for an ED is presented which enables practical usage of the proposed
architecture in well-defined migration steps, and
is currently being realized prototypically.
For a future QoS-aware Internet approach, it
can be expected that more sophisticated mechanisms will be used for QoS control. The concept
of bandwidth brokers forms the starting point
for a QoS architecture based on DiffServ principles in the core network, but adapts its resource
allocations automatically to user demand. This
leads to an overlay network of QoS administration agents that interact autonomously and intelligently, in ord er to opt imize the netwo rk
configuration under all possible conditions.
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